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DISINFECTION
LIGHTING
What You Need
to Know

LED Luminaires Complement
Disinfection Strategies in
Specific Industries

What if you could utilize lighting to effectively and
continuously disinfect your environment?
Hubbell Lighting’s SpectraClean™ luminaires provide
continuous environmental disinfection as part of the
lighting system. They automatically treat harmful
micro-organisms suspended in air, trapped on objects
and residing on surfaces.
The concept of disinfecting with light is not new.
Hospitals have been disinfecting patient rooms for
years with Ultra Violet (UV), which utilizes 250-265
nm wavelengths. While effective, this technology is
unfortunately harmful to humans and many inorganic
materials. Exposure to these wavelengths can cause
severe damage, limiting its use in applications where
the area is occupied by humans or sensitive materials.

New technology is emerging
Antimicrobial disinfection through illumination
is proven effective with proper dosage levels on
pathogens suspended in air or attached to a variety
of surfaces, materials and objects. SpectraClean
resides outside the UV spectrum and will not damage
non-harmful plant and animal cells or degrade
inanimate materials.
The germicidal effects of narrowband visible light
suppress a wide range of 25 different photosensitive
bacteria, molds, fungi and yeast. Antimicrobial
disinfection through illumination is effective with
proper dosage levels on pathogens suspended in air or
attached to a variety of surfaces, materials and objects.

What Does it Disinfect?
The microorganisms treated by disinfection lighting
technology are a “who’s who” of the global repeat
offenders. Foodborne microorganisms include E. coli,
Salmonella and Listeria. Surface microorganism include
MRSA, Staph, and various skin infections.

When will the facility, area, space be occupied?
Options now exist for selecting specific modes of
operation as directed by the needs of the application.
By blending the disinfecting light with the working
light of a luminaire, heavily trafficked areas such as
office environments, classrooms, transportation
hubs, and public restrooms can be discreetly cleaned
while maintaining the appearance of a traditional
white LED source.

Is the occupation schedule predictable?
In areas with predictable occupancy schedules,
disinfection lighting luminaires can be controlled to
operate in a visible light disinfection mode during times
when the area is free of workers and visitors. When the
area is re-occupied, the luminaire can be returned to
its combined white light state for ambient lighting and
continuous disinfection. Food processing facilities may
operate in visible light disinfection mode during breaks
and production downtime.
Commercial kitchens may choose this mode for time
periods outside of normal work shifts.

Being chemical free, certain disinfection lighting
solutions don’t introduce harsh residues or films to the
application. This also reduces, or possibly eliminates,
the need for harmful chemicals.

https://www.hubbell.com/hubbelllightingci/en/spectraclean

Visible light disinfection lighting can also be configured
independent of white ambient lighting for high
intensity disinfection in strategic areas where
contamination risk is high.

How It Works

SpectraClean™ luminaires leverage developments in
the disciplines of lighting science and microbiology to
combine white and narrowband 405 nanometer visible
light. This innovation meets ambient and task lighting
requirements while providing a continuous, unobtrusive
disinfection option for commercial applications.

What’s the right blend for me?
SpectraClean features the industry’s only line of
commercial luminaires available with HINS technology
offered with integrated wireless control support for
four modes of operation and multiple standard lumen
packages. SpectraClean is designed to be versatile by
offering varied options for employing the technology in
specific applications. Four unique modes of operation
are being introduced for application specific results.

The germicidal effects of narrowband visible light
suppress a wide range of bacteria, molds, fungi and
yeast. SpectraClean’s antimicrobial light induces the
production of damaging reactive oxygen species in
harmful microorganisms to accelerate cell inactivation.

Blended: One luminaire, one mode of operation.
This option discreetly combines SpectraClean with
white light to provide class leading illumination and
continuous disinfection in high use areas such as office
environments, classrooms, transportation hubs and
public restrooms while maintaining the appearance of
a traditional white LED light source.
Blended Plus: One luminaire, two modes of operation.
This combines the SpectraClean blended mode of
enhanced white light for periods of occupation with a
powerful HINS cycle of 405 nm light during unoccupied
periods for accelerated disinfection.

Visible Spectrum

Antimicrobial disinfection through illumination is proven
effective with proper dosage levels on pathogens
suspended in air or attached to a variety of surfaces,
materials and objects. SpectraClean is concentrated
outside the UV spectrum and will not have the same
damaging effects UV systems can have on non-harmful
plant and animal cells or inanimate materials.

Independent: One luminaire, two modes of operation.
This configuration isolates white light for times of
use and 405 nm disinfection light for periods of
disinfection.
Dedicated: One luminaire, one mode of operation.
A 405 nm light source only used in disinfection mode
to complement other light sources in the space.
Dedicated mode is an advantage for task-oriented
applications like food processing facilities.

Fabrics

Carpet

Plastic

Hard Surfaces

Toys

For more information
contact your
Kendall Electric
Account Manager
or go to this link:
kendallelectric.com/dl/spectraclean
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Help
Make Us
Better!
We have big changes coming in the third
quarter of 2020. A facelift is coming for
our Kendall Electric family of websites.
The result of this facelift will be a more
cohesive user experience for you. This will
make it easier to shop, view upcoming
training classes and find the other
important information that we have
on our website.

It is a quick survey, less than 20 questions,
and they are focused to help us understand how you use the site, where you feel
it excels, and where you feel it is lacking.

As we move closer to a “go-live” date, you
will receive an email telling you about the
updated site and how to get a sneak peek
before it officially goes live. As we make
the final decisions on the site, we would
appreciate some more feedback from
you by filling out our E-Commerce
Customer Survey.

You can find the survey here:

KendallElectric.com/ecs
Your answers will help us move forward and
provide you the tools you want, and need, in
the years ahead.

Thank you
for your
participation!
THE

CONNECTION
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MRO Savings Solutions
Spare Parts — Without question, MRO
inventory can make or break operations
performance. In a downtime situation, access
to readily available spare parts can greatly
reduce machine mean-time-to-repair (MTTR).
By extension, this will improve machine
productivity and realized profits.

This solution is a Rockwell Automation Parts
Management Agreement (PMA). This PMA
solution provides 24x365 access to on-site
managed inventory. This inventory will be
audited on a regular basis to validate the
good condition of spare parts. Additionally,
products trending toward an obsolete and/
or discontinued status will be proactively
identified during planned auditing. When
a PMA solution is used, access to readily
available spare parts is achieved at a
fractional cost of new.

Do you have good access
to critical spare parts?
To best answer this question, we need to fully
understand what automation is presently
installed within your operations. This is
commonly achieved with an Automation
Assessment. The results of this assessment
are then used to evaluate installed automation
relative to existing MRO inventory. This process
can identify MRO support gaps.

With a Rockwell Automation Parts Management
Agreement in place, your organization can
realize many benefits including:
• Immediate access to critical spare parts
• Increased operations uptime
• Reduced Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
• Enhanced inventory management
• Decreased inventory carrying costs

Identified MRO support gaps are typically
reviewed considering operations impact,
material cost, material lead-time, etc. Costing
to expand MRO inventory can potentially be
a concern if significant gaps are identified. In
these situations, Kendall Electric can provide an
inventory management solution which reduces
initial costing, reduces carrying costing, and
enhances material reliability.

Please contact your Kendall Electric Account
Manager to further discuss how this solution can
bring cost saving benefits to your organization.

®
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Cybersecurity Case Study:

Ransomware Impacting Pipeline Operations

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) published a recent alert regarding a ransomware
incident impacting the Operational Technology (OT)
network of a natural gas facility. This facility was breached
using an email spear phishing attack. This attack first
provided access to facilities’ IT network then propagated to
the OT network. Once both networks were compromised,
the threat actor deployed ransomware on both the IT and
OT network.
Several automation related assets were impaired by this
cyber-attack including:
• Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs)
• Data Historians
• Polling Servers
Had network segmentation between the IT and OT
network been implemented, this attack surface could have
been limited to the IT network.
As a result of this attack, the natural gas facility shutdown
operations for approximately two days. During this
shutdown, the facility installed replacement equipment
with last-know-good configurations deployed. Additionally,
lost productivity and revenue were noted as a result of this
shutdown.
Included with this alert the CISA provided multiple
insights, including a recommendation to “Ensure the
organization’s emergency response plan considers the
full range of potential impacts that cyberattacks pose to
operations, including loss or manipulation of view, loss or
manipulation of control, and loss of safety.”

THE
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Could additional insights regarding potential cybersecurity
risks within your OT network be beneficial?
A Kendall Electric Security Posture Survey will help you
to identify existing cybersecurity risks within your OT
network. A Security Posture Survey provides an actionable
threat reduction roadmap by identifying and ranking
known cyber-security risks. This roadmap enables you to
proactively address cybersecurity risks and improve the
reliability of your OT network.
Please contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager to
discover how solutions provided by Kendall Electric can
benefit your organization.
Informational Note — Spear Phishing Attack: A targeted
email attack with content intended to imply a relationship
between the sender and specific target. For example, the email
may include the targets name, company, position, etc.
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Explosion Proof
LED Lighting Solutions

Expanding broad offering of Class I,
Division 1, LED Solutions
Newly added to Emerson’s comprehensive Class I,
Division 1, LED Solutions, is the Appleton™ Explosionproof Rigmaster™ Linear LED Luminaries Series.
Alongside a lineup consisting of the
Appleton A-51™ LED, the Appleton
Code•Master™ Jr. LED, and recently
refreshed Appleton Code•Master™
LED, this new linear LED adds to
the offering of extremely rugged,
explosion proof luminaires that may be
safely used in the presence of ignitable
petrochemicals and gas fumes.

incandescent A-51 mounting hoods
without any rewiring. Currently, it is
also the only product on the market
approved to work in the Class I, Division
1 Group A locations. The Code•Master
Jr. LED combines energy-efficiency of
LED solid state technology with the
familiar lighting patterns of traditional
incandescent and HID fixtures.
Compatibility with existing Code•Master Jr. products
makes it easy to retrofit to an existing installation by
threading on the new fixture to the existing hood.
This compact, simple-to-install fixture delivers crisp
white light for superior color rendering and a safer
working environment. The premium luminaire for
Class I, Division 1 locations is the Code•Master LED,
offering robust solutions for a variety of needs from
multiple lumen outputs, to replaceable drivers,
complete with selections on fusing and diffused, or
clear glass globes. With a wide array of explosionproof, Class I, Division 1 ED options you can consider
it solved with Emerson.

The National Electrical Code (NEC) defines Class I
Hazardous Locations as areas where flammable
gases are or could become present in concentrations
suitable to produce ignitable mixtures. Class I,
Division 1 are the most dangerous
of these locations, as they typically
contain explosive gases, vapors,
or liquids during normal working
operations. Features within the
Appleton Explosionproof LEDs are
designed per strict NEC and UL
requirements to withstand any such occurrence
that causes an ark, spark, or ignition. It’s ease of
installation and longevity of performance translate
to minimized time spent by personnel in dangerous
conditions. With multiple color temperature options,
a low power draw, and a high luminous efficacy, the
Explosionproof Rigmaster LED is a bright, energyefficient, and cost-effective luminaire for dangerous
work, regardless of the space or industry.

About Emerson
Emerson is a global technology and engineering
company providing innovative solutions for customers
in industrial, commercial, and residential markets.
Emerson Automation Solutions business helps
process, hybrid, and discrete manufacturers
maximize production, protect personnel and the
environment while optimizing energy and
operating costs.
Emerson Commercial & Residential Solutions
business helps ensure human comfort and health,
protect food quality and safety, advance energy
efficiency, and create sustainable infrastructure.

Beyond the recently launched
Rigmaster LED,
the A-51 LED,
Code•Master Jr. LED, and
Code•Master LED all offer unique
benefits and value for end users
operating in for Class I, Division 1 Hazardous
Locations. The A-51 LED is the most cost-effective
luminaire and is easily retrofitted to legacy

For additional
information,
contact your
Kendall Electric
Account Manager.

emerson.com
®
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ARC FLASH:

Improving Safety and
Maximizing Equipment Uptime
An arc fault is the most devastating type of fault
in medium voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV)
switchgear. It can occur suddenly and without any
warning. It does not occur without a cause and the
most common cause of arc flash is human error.
Fortunately, technology is helping to reduce the
incidence of arc flash accidents.

EATON’S ARC FLASH RELAY

Eaton’s BussmannTM series arc flash relay (EAFR)
system is a combination of arc flash relay
modules and sensors designed to detect and
clear arc flash events in low and medium voltage
electrical assemblies.

SPEED

FLEXIBILITY

As fast as 2 ms
operating time

• Easy adaptation to
any switchgear and
trip scheme
• Variety of arc sensors
available

If an arc fault occurs, the Bussmann series EAFR
system reduces arc energy by quickly clearing the
current feeding the arc. The Bussmann series EAFR
system measures both light and current to eliminate
nuisance operation. In addition, it’s modular design
makes it an excellent candidate for both new and
retrofit installations.

• Long distance possible
between units
• Practically an unlimited
number of units can be
interconnected in
one system

Flexible options allow installers to choose between
fiber optic loop cable that is installed in the field and
can be labor intensive, or wired point sensors that
are factory-installed, reducing labor time and cost
as well as streamlining equipment lead times.

RELIABILITY

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

• Standard copper wire
for communication
between units

• Low voltage switchgear /
switchboards

The system can measure both light and current
to eliminate nuisance operation, and offers an
innovative modular design that allows for simple
integration into electrical assemblies, ideal for both
new and retrofit installations. The system also
helps address arc flash safety concerns outlined in
National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) standard
70E, which covers employee workplace electrical
safety requirements.

• Superior isolation levels
for external disturbances
– tested at the highest
EMC classes

THE
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• Medium voltage
switchgear
• Low/medium voltage
motor control

• Full internal monitoring
of all system components
and interconnections
continued on next page
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Point sensors are available in multiple sensitivity
levels with the 8K lux sensor being suitable for
most applications.
• Point sensors (up to 12 sensors per module)
• Fiber loop sensors (up to 3 sensors per module)

Relay Outputs
•
•
		
•

FEATURES

Four trip relays per module (7 ms)
Two high speed outputs
(2 ms – EAFR-110P, EAFR-110F)
System failure relay

Indication
•
•
•
•
•

Protection Features
The Bussmann series EAFR system is a
sophisticated microprocessor based arc flash
protection system with combined current and
arc sensing. Combined current and arc sensing
provides an integrated dual trip criteria. It is
designed to minimize the damage caused by
an arcing fault (arc flash) by tripping the circuit
breaker sourcing the fault current.
• Three phase instantaneous over-current
		 elements (50P) (permissive only with light input)
• Ground instantaneous over-current element
		 (50G) (permissive only with light input)
• Breaker failure (50BF)

Power available LED
System health LED
Trip relay activation LEDs
Sensor channel activation LEDs
Over-current element pickup LEDs

Self Monitoring
Complete system self monitoring provides the
highest level of dependability by continuously
monitoring all internal system functions along
with external connections between modules,
light sensors or loops and current transformers.

Breaker Failure
The circuit breaker failure protection (CBFP)
is initiated when a light signal and second trip
criteria signal (e.g. over-current), if applicable, is
active for above the set CBFP time of either 100
or 150 ms. The trip relay T2 and binary output
BO1 will operate after the set time delay.

Current Sensing
The main units EAFR-110F and EAFR-110P each
contain four current transformer inputs that
provide sensing for the phase and ground
instantaneous over-current elements. These
elements act as a permissive for the light
sensing inputs so when they are incorporated
into the scheme, both current and light must be
present to initiate a trip command. This current
information can be shared with downstream
modules as well.

Communications
Because of the simplicity of the system,
monitoring is done through contact outputs on
the modules. The advantage of this approach is
that cybersecurity issues are non-existent.

Configuration

Light Sensing

Easy configuration and setup with four dip
switches to select one of many different standard
sensor channel configurations for light, or light
and current tripping.

Arc flash light is collected by either point sensors
or fiber loop sensors. Up to 12 point sensors
or 3 loop sensors may be connected to each
module. Light sensing can initiate a breaker trip
independent of current if desired. Because point
sensors are interconnected with copper wire,
they can provide a much better installation for
electrical OEMs where the system can be fully
wired and tested in the factory. Sensor wiring
allows daisy chaining up to three sensors over
a distance of 100 meters. Fiber loop sensors
are available in either plastic or glass versions.

Contact your Kendall Electric
Account Manager for more
information.

®
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Troubleshooting Safely:

Using PtD Methods to Provide Safe Access to
Energized Equipment
By Zachary Ganster

CONTROL OF HAZARDOUS ENERGY –

APPLYING PtD AND THE HIERARCHY OF
CONTROLS TO THE ISSUE

Lockout/Tagout has once again appeared on the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s
(OSHA) Top 10 Most Cited Violations in 2018.
Although this category covers a wide range of
violations, it confirms that personnel continue
to pursue access into electrical enclosures
without being fully aware of the danger involved.
Before performing electrical work, OSHA and
the NFPA 70E Standard for Electrical Safety
in the Workplace both direct workers to deenergize circuit parts to which an employee may
be exposed, but why would a worker attempt
to access an electrical enclosure without first
ensuring that the enclosure is de-energized?

In order to combat this challenge, more and more
designers have employed a methodology called
Prevention through Design (PtD) when developing
products. According to The National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH):
“Prevention through Design encompasses
all of the efforts to anticipate and design out
hazards to workers in facilities, work methods
and operations, processes, equipment, tools,
products, new technologies, and the organization
of work. The focus of PtD is on workers who
execute the designs or have to work with the
products of the design. The initiative has been
developed to support designing out hazards, the
most reliable and effective type of prevention.”

In an increasingly connected and intelligent
plant floor, the need to maintain, monitor, or
troubleshoot Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs), motors or Variable Frequency Drives
(VFDs) in an electrical enclosure is exponentially
increasing. As more and more of this technology
is designed in to equipment today, the personnel
required to service this technology expands
beyond the standard qualified electrician role
and into roles inhabited by machine operators,
IT personnel, and others. But whether it is a
qualified or unqualified electrical worker,
opening an energized electrical enclosure
poses the same serious safety risks.
Even though there is inherent risk in opening
an energized electrical enclosure, performing
service work without power in the equipment
is prohibitive to diagnosing or monitoring the
equipment. This poses the question: how does
a worker safely operate in a potential electrically
unsafe work environment and still perform the
duties they are assigned? This conundrum has
challenged equipment designers to standardize
on a solution that allows for personnel who are
not electrically qualified to access networks or
systems within an electrical enclosure without risk
of exposure to hazardous electrical conditions.
THE
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It is interesting to note that NIOSH states
“designing out hazards” is the most reliable and
effective type of prevention. This is a core concept
that is also shared in the hierarchy of controls
system. As represented in the graphic, Elimination
(physically remove the hazard) appears at the
top of the pyramid and corresponds with being
the most effective method of hazard prevention.
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A FRESH APPROACH
TO A MODERN NEED

Substitution (replace the hazard), Engineering
Controls (isolate people from the hazard),
Administrative Controls (change the way people
work), and PPE (protect the worker with Personal
Protective Equipment) follow Elimination in a
descending order from most effective to least
effective, respectively.

While connected and
intelligent plant floors
continue to develop at
the speed of light,
there are additional
aspects of new
technology that often
go overlooked. As
OSHA’s Top 10 Most
Cited Violations has
indicated, electrical
safety can be an
afterthought, but
planning for
Panduit Data Access Port
safety should be an
important first step
when developing new
processes or products. The Panduit Data Access
Port is designed from the beginning to provide
the most effective safety control while still
allowing personnel to complete their tasks. Even
as intelligent plant floors develop faster than we
realize, creating a culture of safety should always
move equally as fast.

Returning to our challenge to standardize on
a solution that allows for personnel to access
networks within an electrical enclosure without
risk of exposure to hazardous electrical conditions,
we can apply the Prevention through Design
methodology by employing the hierarchy of
controls. Since Elimination is the most effective
method to design out hazards, the solution to
our challenge would be to completely remove
any energy within the electrical enclosure.
Unfortunately, in this case, removing all energy
from the enclosure is prohibitive to diagnosing
or monitoring the equipment within, so
Elimination is not a practical or reasonable
solution to our challenge.
Working down the hierarchy of controls pyramid,
our next option is Substitution, the second most
effective hazard control. Substitution involves
replacing something that produces a hazard with
something that does not produce a hazard. For
our challenge, Substitution would seem to suggest
that we either replace the energized enclosure
with a de-energized enclosure, develop a PLC
or VFD that somehow doesn’t require energy
to operate, or create a separate panel for the
PLC without any hazardous voltage. Again, it is
impractical to entertain any of these substitutions
as viable solutions to our challenge.

Zach Ganster is the Product Manager for the
Prevention through Design (PtD) product line. In
this role, he supports and expands existing product
lines, driving revenue and profitability. He attended
Southern Polytechnic State University achieving a
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, and
also achieved a Masters in Business Administration
from Kennesaw State University.

This leads us to the next option: Engineering
Controls, the third most effective means of
controlling hazards. Engineering Controls do not
eliminate hazards, bur rather isolates people
from those hazards. Isolation involves creating a
physical barrier between personnel and hazards
and this option seems to have potential. If there
were a way to access the PLCs and VFDs in our
electrical enclosure without having to open the
door to the enclosure and expose the worker to
significant risk, we could achieve the most effective
hazard control that is practical to our challenge.

Contact your
Kendall Electric
Account Manager
for more information.

®
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SRCK

Everyday Lighting Done Right

™

Contractor Select™ — the program that makes product selection simple. This was designed just
for you; you are right there in the name!

So, no more guesswork. With Contractor Select, have confidence knowing you’ve selected:
§ The Right Products. Contractor Select includes our most popular products for the most common projects
– perfect for those everyday lighting jobs. We’ve got you covered in every category—from products like
troffers, panels and high bays to exits, downlights, wall packs, flood lights and lighting controls.
§ Readily Available products. With inventory available through your preferred authorized distributor or
retailer, Contractor Select helps you stay on schedule. And, for those larger projects, we have these products
in stock and available for same-day shipment from one of our six North American distribution centers.
§ Trusted Performance. We know your reputation is important to you, and we are proud of
ours too. Have peace of mind in your selection knowing Contractor Select products are backed by
Lithonia Lighting®, Juno® and Sensor Switch®, the trusted brands of professionals for over 70 years.

Get down to business with Contractor Select.

www.contractorselect.com

Contact your
Kendall Electric
Account Manager
for more information.

Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. One Lithonia Way, Conyers, GA 30012 | 770-922-9000 | www.acuitybrands.com
© 2018 Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. All rights reserved. | AB_7754_0418

5101 South Sprinkle Road
Portage, MI 49002
Phone: 269.978.3838
Toll Free: 800.632.5422
Fax: 269.381.6348
kendallelectric.com

To browse past issues of Kendall Electric’s Connection publication visit:
https://training.kendallelectric.com/TheConnection/connection

KENDALL ELECTRIC LOCATIONS
MICHIGAN
Alpena
Battle Creek
Benton Harbor
Cadillac
Coldwater
Grand Haven
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids (S)
Holland
Jenison
Lansing
Midland
Muskegon
Petoskey
Portage
Saginaw
Sturgis
Three Rivers
Traverse City
Wyoming

800.968.3411
800.632.5422
800.255.5214
800.442.1711
855.278.4518
800.968.6621
800.442.2523
800.968.9880
800.968.4625
800.968.9880
800.292.0802
800.968.3600
800.968.6621
800.968.7262
800.227.3674
800.968.4181
800.916.1958
800.632.2011
800.968.7262
616.406.1555

INDIANA
Angola
Auburn
Bluffton
Columbus
Elkhart
Fort Wayne
Fort Wayne
Greensburg
Indianapolis
Kendallville
LaPorte
Mishawaka
Wabash
Warsaw

800.525.2842
800.368.1017
260.824.4545
812.372.8871
574.389.3400
800.552.0999
260.483.8820
812.662.6363
317.757.5390
800.525.2841
800.728.4331
574.259.0026
260.563.4146
574.269.3838

OHIO
Cincinnati
Columbus
Dayton
Sidney

513.771.2550
614.272.8800
937.226.1341
937.497.8050

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
888.263.6673
Cleveland
800.472.4547
Jackson
800.467.1155
Kingsport
800.775.3530
Knoxville
800.532.8742
Newport
888.264.0411
Oak Ridge
800.532.8742
Pigeon Forge
800.532.8742
ALABAMA
Birmingham
800.605.3192
Montgomery
866.711.8021
Tuscaloosa
800.263.8393
GEORGIA
Dalton
Tallapoosa

800.342.7629
770.574.7435

Contact the
Kendall Electric location
nearest you for all of
your electrical and
datacom needs.
© 2020 The Kendall Group
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